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Response to Suzanne Stevenson from Eat Up. 
 

Eat Up have compiled the evidence below to show that the charity was within its rights 
to refuse any said expenses to Suzanne Stevenson [Suzanne].  
 
The board after looking at all the evidence has come to the decision not to release 
money to Suzanne who up until the 6th of May 2020 was regarded as part of the team. 
From Suzanne's initial application for reception work all the way through to food 
distribution, Suzanne helped the charity in some areas. The relationship at the 
beginning was intended to be a voluntary work one and developed quickly into Suzanne 
being offered support for Blue Blush Events, a sole trader entity that Eat up assisted 
with office space, electricity, internet and moving in furniture. Suzanne started to get to 
know everyone and Jamie Tiong began to liaise with Suzanne who was beginning to 
work through the charity’s various roles. Each time the charity believed that Suzanne 
was enthusiastic and wanted to do the best for the charity. Appendix N shows a turn 
and change in Suzanne for no reason at all apart from Tommy Reid answering a text 
alert for food and Suzanne was unhappy with that. Suzanne was always wanting to help 
and would enthusiastically take opportunities without anyone asking Suzanne to do the 
opportunities. Angel campaign, Volunteer Coordinator, Food Distribution, all key major 
roles in Eat Up. Suzanne insisted on doing the roles as it gave Suzanne something to 
do and was no bother, happy to help as Eat Up was giving office space. The donation of 
money Suzanne gave to the charity was not rent, it was a donation. There was no lease 
and no landlord.  
 
Originally, Suzanne was offered an office at £200 in the month of December at 435 - 
437 Hillington Road which would have come with a contract. Suzanne recognised the 
offer as unaffordable and rejected the offer. The charity then wanted to assist Suzanne 
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who was saying working from home was fine, however was not ideal for meeting clients. 
The charity who supports entrepreneurs with space with the Step Up program, offered 
Suzanne the use of the office at 15 Edison Street as a trial to see how it would work. 
Suzanne moved into the office and offered to pay a donation to the charity for the use of 
the office. The £100 Suzanne has in evidence is that donation we catalog this as 
(Evidence C). The office quickly closed as Suzanne was seen on camera by the 
security of the building in Edison street walking around and possibly introducing who 
Suzanne was and Blue Blush Events. The reason the office closed at 15 Edison street 
was because of See Appendix B.8.  
 
The move to 435 - 437 Hillington road office came around to continue the support 
towards Suzanne and Blue Blush Events. The charity moved all of Suzanne’s office 
items to Hillington and Suzanne had a client at the office on the 10th February 2020 
which prompted Suzanne to give Jamie Tiong another £100 which was a second 
donation See appendix Q). The two donations Suzanne made were 17th December 
2019 and the 10th February 2020. There is no January donation and March, April, May 
of 2020 have no donations either. There was however awareness that Suzanne was 
making donations and Suzanne wanted to do those donations to the charity for the use 
of the office. However the donations were not expected by the charity as the charity was 
happy to help where it could with working space for Blue Blush Events. The donations 
were more accepted so that Suzanne felt better by giving something back for the office 
use as Suzanne insisted this as well as helping with the odd food run. 
 
It was in March when the Covid-19 situation developed that the charity instructed 
Suzanne not to pay any more donations. Really this escalated the reciprocal element of 
food distribution by Suzanne as in return for the office more and more. The original 
element of what seemed altruistic motives lead to reciprocal motivations in December 
onwards helping the charity in return for the office. Plus the generous £100 donation 
was offered. The March 2020 enhancement in food collections by the charity taking on 
45 supermarkets to get food from and to in the peak of the Covid - 19 lockdown. Jamie 
Tiong and Suzanne worked together to recruit volunteers after advice from the Scottish 
Government meant the charity could go ahead with getting food to people in need. 
 
Suzanne insisted that Fareshare collections be with Suzanne’s lead as Suzanne and 
Jamie Tiong began advertising for volunteers and interviewing via the internet platform 
Zoom. The volunteers came through and as Suzanne was volunteer coordinator, the 
policies for volunteering were presented by Suzanne and rolled out for volunteers to 
complete. The food collection rota was developed by Suzanne and the food collection 
began to become busy. Everytime in the process, Suzanne always was offered any fuel 
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money and always refused as an example in Appendix K shows. Suzanne turned 
against the charity when the situation in appendix N occurred. Suzanne had done 6 non 
food runs January 2 runs, February 3 runs, March 1 run.  
Suzane also did 25 food runs - February 1 run, March 3 runs, April 14 runs,and May 7 
runs. Appendix R shows that Eat Up has collected 671 Fareshare collections and 
Neighbourly collections total 149, totalling 820 collections. Suzanne did 25 collections of 
the 820 collections. Meaning Eat Up has done the remainder of the collections totalling 
795. 
 
Since the situation in Appendix N the charity found it necessary to stop all business with 
Suzanne after the change in mood towards the charity and the charity trustees. The 
trustees decided that Suzanne should move out of the office at 435 - 437 hillington road 
and stop all activity with the charity. The charity appointed the HR skills of Shaun Taylor 
to correspond with Suzanne who started to report the charity to all the regulators and 
authorities as well as attack with suggestions towards the charity trustees. An example 
of how Suzanne personalised towards trustees is the Simple Procedure is pointed to 
Thomas Reid who rarely was in communication with Suzanne, as most working 
practices were through Jamie Tiong, as Jamie was representing the board.  
 
Suzanne continued to contact trustees even though the charity had set up 
communications through Shaun Taylor in HR. When Shaun invited Suzanne to a 
meeting to voice anything Suzanne wanted to talk about, Suzanne refused to go.  
Instead Suzanne continued to say that various organisations had been contacted and 
Suzanne has been advised on various issues. The charity insisted that Suzanne liase 
through Shaun Taylor as a point of contact. Then the conversation from Suzanne 
developed about expenses and taking back donations of items that Suzanne had 
donated weeks before. Suzanne had keys to the building and office at 435 Hillington 
and gave the keys back not after the office was cleared, but rather when another visit 
was arranged for Suzanne to collect all the donations that were given to the charity.  
 
John Stevenson Suzanne’s husband assisted the collection of the items which were of 
substantial value See appendix O. When both Suzanne and John made a visit to collect 
the donations that Suzanne and John wanted back, they both would not leave the 
building until they had approached the trustees Jamie Tiong and Tommy Reid. John 
Stevenson asked multiple questions which the trustees answered to hopefully not 
escalate any situation.  
 
The emails in Suzanne’s evidence about paying Suzanne money for fuel. This was 
interpreted by Tommy Reid thinking that the charity was paying money to Suzanne and 
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as always believing that any volunteers should have any money due to them. That’s 
where the email came from in Suzanne’s evidence in appendix P. Jamie Tiong who is 
the Eat Up treasurer never released the money. Jamie recalled several times Suzanne 
refusing any money when offered in the past, and there is the office for helping the 
charity, as well as examples of the text in appendix K. The board of Eat up agreed that 
Suzanne had already made the arrangements with the charity and to pay money was 
not what was agreed. This is why the charity never released the money.  
 
However, Suzanne bombarded the charity trustees with requests for mileage money, 
knowing fine well what the agreement was previously. The trustees tried to get Suzanne 
to correspond via Shaun Taylor. More and more Suzanne pushed for an answer. The 
trustees felt the response that is in appendix O, really highlights the complexity of 
information that has the activities of Suzanne within Eat Up in a simplistic conclusion to 
what had been a reasonably good partnership in business with Suzanne. This ended up 
with Suzanne trying to rubbish a charity that had helped Suzanne and trusted Suzanne 
with keys and access to parts of the charity workings.  
 
 
The appendices in the Simple Procedure D1 
 

● . Appendix A 
○ Friday 8th November 2019 (Text). 

 
● Appendix B 

○ Wednesday 5th February 2020 (Email). 
● Appendix B.1 

○ This is section D.1 from simple procedure. 
● Appendix B .2  

○ Bank Receipt for donation from Suzanne Stevenson £100.00 on the 17th 
December 2019. 

● Appendix B.3  
○ Volunteer policy email Suzanne Stevenson working as part of the team. 

● Appendix B.4  
○ Suzanne Stevenson again working as part of the team. In the heart of the 

volunteer policy including policies on expenses, 11 February 2020. 
● Appendix B.5 

○ The volunteer policy that Suzanne Stevenson wrote and sent to us (Eatup) 
See highlighted part about insurance. 
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● Appendix B.6 
○  Volunteer policy sourced for the information. 

● Appendix B.7 
○ Photo of the office that appendix B refers to. 

● Appendix B.8  
○ Photo showing the van that the charity used to move the office of Suzanne 

Stevenson for free on February 7th 2020. The charity shut the office down 
after the situation  between Suzanne and the company Jack ran next door 
to Suzanne. 

● Appendix B.9  
○ Photo shows the new office Suzanne Stevenson was given use of. It is an 

office at 435-437 Hillington Road, G52 4BL. The agreement was free to 
support Suzanne’s business, as a starting business. Suzanne offered a 
£100 donation as was offered in the last office. 

● Note  
○ Payment of donation for office space were 17th December 2019 

(Appendix B.2) and there was £100 donation banked on the 10th of 
February (Appendix Q) when Suzanne was in Hillington office at 435 - 
437. Suzanne had a client pay money and that is the money source that 
the £100 came from. Suzanne was still active in activities with the charity 
in return for the office space. 

 
● Appendix C 

○ December 2019 form was not fully completed till 12th June 2020. This was 
after the second attempt. (See appendix C) The December toy donation 
run was Suzanne’s suggested the donation be picked up by Suzanne from 
Suzanne’s friend Lauren - Roy - Sutherland of Renfrewshire Toy Bank. 

● Appendix C.1 
○ Shows the date and time Suzanne Stevenson sent all expenses forms. 

There were no expenses form filled in in December 2019 because 
Suzanne Stevenson waived any option of taking money for travel, saying it 
was “ok” and she had the office. Also Suzanne was happy to help as it 
gave Suzanne something to do (see appendix C.2). 

● Appendix C.2 
○ A text showing Suzanne was happy to help. 

● Appendix C.3 
○ A new article showing that Suzanne Stevenson and Lauren Roy 

Sutherland have launched their own charity and SCVO member 5852. The 
article dated 21st July 2020 by David Campbell. All the time setting 
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Suzanne’s owned charity up, Suzanne was repeatedly bombarding Eat 
Up Charity trustee’s with demand for money and the situation she said 
was stressing Suzanne. See (C.1) page 15. 

● Appendix C.4  
○  This is the original mileage claim form. As far as we can see Suzanne is 

not claiming volunteer expenses on the form. It is clear that the fuel is the 
money at 40p  per mile that is being claimed on the volunteer mileage 
form. 

 
● Appendix D 

○ Volunteer mileage claim form. This Activity for the Angel campaign. 
Suzanne Stevenson asked to lead a team  on this campaign and take 
charge of the Angel Campaign. Led from the office at 15 Edison street 
G52 4JW. Suzanne office. 

 
● Appendix E  

○ Email asking Suzanne did the Angel campaign start. This was phoning our 
social capital, Suzanne’s social capital and contact Eat Up Met at B.N.I 
networking events. Suzanne says also there are 3 (three) volunteers 
including Suzanne. Eat Up has never received any claim from those 
volunteers that Suzanne mentioned. Plus there is no evidence the activity 
happened. Note also there is nothing to say Suzanne was not just working 
on Blue Blush Events that day of the 29th and 30th January 2020. 

● Appendix E.1  
○ An email from Suzanne with an update on the progress  of the Angel 

Campaign. No data or any volunteer registration from the volunteers 
Suzanne Stevenson had was given to the charity. 

● Appendix E.2  
○ Angel Campiagn and leaflet/card and the email about the Angel email and 

server. 
 

● Appendix F 
○ Mileage claim form and Maps. 

● Appendix F.1  
○ Text Showing  Suzanne went to a charity shop to collect a TV. It relates to 

3rd February on the Mileage form.* and text part at* 
 

● Appendix G 
○ Mileage claim form and maps. 
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● Appendix H 

○ Mileage claim form and maps. 
 

● Appendix I 
○ Mileage claim form and maps. 

 
● Appendix J 

○ Mileage claim form and maps. 
 

● Appendix K 
○ A text from Suzanne Stevenson saying “No problem, No I won't ever take 

fuel money from the charity.” 
○ To Note* Suzanne Stevenson had been offered fuel money every month 

Suzanne Stevenson drove for the charity. Suzanne Stevenson refused 
every time. Saying, happy to help and that Eat Up helped Suzanne with an 
office and that is why Suzanne helped. (See appendix C.1). 

 
● Appendix L 

○ Shows Suzanne Stevenson wanting to take over the fareshare collections. 
Eat Up was having  to last the pace of working through the Covid 19 crisis. 
Suzanne Stevenson wanted to do the collections and that is when 
Suzanne got the Fareshare app logins. 

 
● Appendix M 

○ Volunteer policy rotas and interviews shows Suzanne being at the front 
line of recruiting volunteers, training and managing. 

 
● Appendix N 

○ Texts showing when Suzanne changed towards the charity. 21:18pm 
questioning the back up accept. 

 
● Appendix O 

○ Shows donations to the charity and Suzanne taking them back. 
● Appendix P 

○ Suzanne’s evidence. 
 

● Appendix Q 
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○ Suzanne’s February 10th bank deposit for the office. Jamie Tiong banked 
the money.  

 
● Appendix R. 

○ Table with Journeys.  
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Points to note 
 
 

● Suzanne never filled out any volunteer application or any form or signed any 
policies at all.  
 

● The charity never received a copy of Suzanne's car insurance update for moving 
the food around.  
 

● Suzanne filled out a mileage form rather than volunteer expenses form which is 
an error. 
 

● Suzanne spelt the name of the charity wrong. The charity is Eat Up. Not Eat Up 
Charity.  

 
● Suzanne put down Thomas Reid rather than Eat Up. Mr Reid does not owe 

Suzanne Stevenson anything and should never have been named on the Simple 
Procedure in such a way.  

 
● Suzanne spelt Hillington wrong on the Simple Procedure.. 

 
 

● Suzanne is putting a case against Thomas Reid who doesn't owe her anything. 
 
 
 
 
 
Sincerely 
 
 
 
 
Eat Up Board  
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